
ECO Next was born out of the experience of its

founders and is committed to assist clients in

fulfilling their legal obligations, providing cutting-

edge consultancy, cross-disciplinary expertise

and a wide network of specialists all over Italy.

However, there is more to ECO Next than just

meeting obligations. We also take a close look at

the opportunities that the regulatory and

legislative world holds for businesses and

individuals. By means of a network that transmits

all the requests, we wish to provide specific

services in a short time and based on the

expertise of our staff.

www.econext.it

ECO Next is  a  team 

of  dedicated experts 

at  your  service.

Further info: info@econext.it; +39 0546624940 

THIS IS ECO NEXT

ECO Next promotes cutting-edge processes

inside the companies in an efficient, simple and

dynamic way, acting as a partner able to shape the

future envisioned by the company's managers.

ECO Next wants to enable companies to grow by

supporting them in their efforts to interpret the

complexity of laws and regulations and by

promoting a cutting-edge culture that allows

entrepreneurs to focus exclusively on the

development of their core business. Through a

network of experts throughout the country, ECO

Next provides specialized engineering and

consultancy services, offering cutting-edge

solutions in order to achieve company targets.

VISION

MISSION

http://www.eco-cert.it/


REAL ESTATE

PRODUCTS

Type approval consulting

Events

Safe/Sporty driving courses

Mileage accumulation 

activity

Engineering Provider

ECO MOBILITY

OUR SERVICES

Industry 4.0

Machine & Plants

Lifelines

Gates

Racks

Radon Gas

Water analysis

Drones aerial inspections

Lightning strike

Energy diagnosis

Acoustics

ENTERPRISE

www.econext.it

Structural examinations

Functional safety

Simplified financing

PED Directive

CIVA Assistance

Electromedical equipment

Fire Management

Gender equality 

HSE

Bathing facilities

Waste Tax

Lifelines

Gates

Water analysis

Radon Gas

HSE

Privacy Management

Superbonus 110

Defibrillators

Charging infrastructures

DPI - TAG

ECO Next is also the exclusive distributor of the

Sicurappy  service, the only App on the market capable of

putting order in document sharing between the Client and

Service Providers-Contractors.

Further info: info@econext.it; +39 0546624940 

http://www.eco-cert.it/

